Móz Digital Printing Requirements
Please provide highest resolution file possible in RGB color. Minimum resolution
required is 150 dpi. In general, the greater the amount of detail in the image, the higher
the resolution necessary for the final output.
When possible, please provide artwork that is the actual size of the final design. For
example: if the final panel size is 48" x 120”, the best quality image output would be
realized with a file that is 48” x 120".
Files can be submitted via email or file transfer - see information below. Please submit
all images flattened.
Art Requirements
We can accept the following file types: • pdf • jpg • tif • eps
Applications
Digital Hi-Res offers endless possibilities for creating an original feature in a space. Draw
attention by tiling large panels together or use a single panel for a seamless presentation.

Limitations
When printing white, we can only achieve an opaque color (no grain). If majority of the
art is white, no grain pattern is available what so ever on the panel. We cannot provide
white as a spot color, instead it can be clear to expose the metal behind.
When printing black on larger runs, we can cover up to 30% of the panel. Any more than
30% coverage we could explore a mix of painted and printed panels to achieve the same
look. Please submit your artwork to our team to review.
Material & Dimensions
•
•
•
•

Standard printable size is 4’x10’ (5’x10’ maximum)
Solid Aluminum .040” thick or Perforated Aluminum .063” thick (up to .125” for
both)
Aluminum material specification is 5052 / ASTM B209
Aluminum sheets are 80% post-industrial recycled material contributing to LEED
2.0 MR Credit 4 recycled content

Colors, Patterns & Finishes
•

•
•

Recommended patterns: Bamboo, Clouds, Coarse, Fog, Kelp, Pinstripe, Ripples
and Waves
Custom Colors, Patterns and Gradients
All Móz finishes are available: Polycoat Matte, Polycoat Gloss, Exterior

Products

•

Wall Panels / Columns / Room Dividers / Dimensional Walls / Wayfindings /
Móz Art
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Proof Approval
1. Approval of a pdf proof is required for all digital print projects.
2. Printed samples will not be processed until the final full size artwork is submitted
and approved by Móz.
3. Two copies of the printed sample will be made; one will be sent to the client for
approval and the other will be retained by Móz for reference.
4. The printed sample must be signed and returned to Móz before production of the
order can begin. A photo of the signed sample is acceptable.
Notes
1. Images smaller than the standard panel size are acceptable. Please note the
final dimension when sending the file. The bleed requirements still apply.
2. “Up-sizing” lower resolution images to the required resolution will result in aliased
or fuzzy images. Móz’s printing processes do not alter the resolution; the finished
panel will be comparable in quality of the original image.
3. All efforts will be taken to match Pantone® colors, however Móz cannot match
colors exactly. The digital print product is inherently translucent resulting in colors
less vibrant than on an opaque white background.
Quality Control
Images may appear different in color from monitor to monitor and/or monitor to metal.
The choice of metal grain and finish can alter the color as well.
Our media is aluminum. These aluminum sheets have a specific coating applied. As part
of the metal fabrication and applied coating process, the metal may contain small divots
or bumps.
We inspect each sheet for imperfections. Where possible, we will not include these in
the order. Where not possible, we will try to position the imperfections in the least
obtrusive part of the installation. We cannot remake printed metal due to these
imperfections. These imperfections are part of the manufacturing process.
Please note, when handling or hanging printed metal with square corners, please secure
the metal to the wall and handle with care.
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Terms & Conditions
1. Copyright permissions - The customer agrees to have the rights on all the
copyrightable material used in the file.
2. Color - Due to the nature of the manufacturing process, color and clarity may
vary slightly from the file or color reference provided.
3. Graphic quality resulting from customer file - Variations in graphic quality due to
differences in the digital files are the customer’s responsibility.
4. Image Quality. The quality of any individual image and consistency between
multiple images is the responsibility of the customer.
5. Color Variation: the sample provided by Móz, accepted and signed by the
customer, will be the standard to which all prints are matched to, however Móz
cannot guarantee exact duplicates as slight color or clarity variations may occur.
6. Móz Print samples are valid for 30 days and must be accepted and returned
within that period.

File Transfer to Móz Designs
1. Please submit your artwork through the following link:
https://www.hightail.com/u/mozdesigns

To Order
Call 1.510.632-0853
or visit our website at http://mozdesigns.com/company_contact/
to find a representative near you.

